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AGENDA

MODULE 1: COURSE INTRODUCTION AND ASSET PRESENTATIONS
What is an asset?
Define what a successful out-Licensing process looks like
Plan and implement a successful out-licensing campaign using a simplistic
four step model
Examine the asset presentations - part one
How many should you have?
What should go in them?

MODULE 2: ASSET PRESENTATIONS (CONTINUED) & OUTREACH COMMUNICATIONS
Examine the three presentations that will enhance your outreach strategy:
1. The ‘follow up’ presentation: Examine the information needed for this
presentation & Understand why this presentation needs to be constructed
first
2. The ‘meeting’ presentation: Learn what needs to go into this presentation to
maximize your time at meetings
3. The ‘confidential’ presentation: Discover what information and material to
put in this comprehensive slide deck
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MODULE 2 CONT'D
Examine best practice when approaching potential partners at conferences
Discuss the meeting text to improve acceptance rates
Learn the processes big pharma

MODULE 3: OUTREACH PLANNING AND EXECUTION
Examine the following key questions when constructing an outreach plan:
Why do we think our asset is licensable?
Who might be a good partner?
How will we contact these individuals?
When & Where will we have our initial meeting with them?
Execution: assess how to put our plans into action
The "Who?" question
Examine how to use conferences to your advantage
Review digital resources such as LinkedIn
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MODULE 4: SPECIAL SITUATIONS, OVERCOMING OBJECTIONS, AND COURSE SUMMARY
Review special case examples including:
Drug delivery companies
Service providers
Universities & tech transfer
Examine objections and how to overcome them
Course summary
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For more information about our courses and how they will
transform the way you work, please contact our training
consultants:
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